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(Shooting Investigation)
During the early morning hours, detectives initiated an investigation into a shooting that sent a 28
year old male victim to the hospital.
On February 28, 2017, at approximately 1:00 a.m. Salisbury police officers and detectives
responded to the 500 block of Emory Court, Salisbury, Maryland to investigate a reported shooting. The
victim, indicated that he was shot by an unknown suspect.
Further investigation revealed that the 28 year old male victim sustained a serious and potentially
life-threatening gunshot wound to his neck. Reports indicate that the victim was operating a vehicle in the
area near Middleneck Drive when he was flagged down by the suspect. The victim stopped his vehicle
and made contact with the suspect who requested a ride. The suspect then produced a handgun and fired
one shot at the victim, striking him in the neck. The suspect fled the area on foot in an unknown direction.
The victim also fled the area in his vehicle and travelled to the 500 block of Emory Court where he was
transported to Peninsula Regional Medical Center by Salisbury EMS.
SUSPECT:

Black male, approximately 6’-00”, wearing a dark colored hooded sweatshirt and wearing
glasses.

Salisbury Police Officers and detectives responded and immediately began a search for the
suspect. The search was unsuccessful and so far the suspect has not been identified. The victim was
treated at Peninsula Regional Medical Center for his injuries and transferred to R. Adams Cowley Shock
Trauma Center for additional treatment.
The investigation is currently ongoing and detectives are working to identify the suspect involved
in this incident. Anyone with information is asked to contact the Salisbury Police Department Criminal
Investigation Division (410) 548-3113, or Crime Solvers (410) 548-1776.

For up to date information follow us on Twitter@SalisburyPD and Facebook.com/
SalisburysFinest
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